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Canon IRIScan Mouse Executive 2 Mouse scanner 1200 x 1200 DPI
A4 Blue, White

Brand : Canon Product code: 3853V991

Product name : IRIScan Mouse Executive 2

Laser sensor, 1200 dpi, USB 2.0, A4, 3 buttons

Canon IRIScan Mouse Executive 2 Mouse scanner 1200 x 1200 DPI A4 Blue, White:

Thanks to this all-in-one device, your scanner lies at your fingertips all day long! Just press the scan
button on the side of the mouse, swipe it in any direction on a paper document and watch text and
images appear instantaneously on your computer screen. It's that simple. When you're not scanning, it
works just as a regular mouse. Scan many different types from letters to books, newspapers, office
documents, handwritten notes, children drawings or even architectural blueprints, the IRIScan Mouse
scans anything up to A4! After scanning your document, simply drag and drop it into Word, Excel,
Outlook or any text editing application. Your scans will be retyped instantly, ready to be edited! Even
better, your documents can be instantly saved as fully searchable PDF files. The embedded OCR
technology recognizes over 130 languages including Asian languages and Arabic!

Scanning

Optical scanning resolution * 1200 x 1200 DPI
Duplex scanning *

Design

Scanner type * Mouse scanner
Product colour * Blue, White
Built-in display *

Performance

Sensor type * Laser
Scan file formats BMP, DOC, JPG, PDF, PNG, TIFF, XLS

Paper handling

Maximum ISO A-series paper size * A4

Power

Power supply type * USB
Power consumption (typical) 0.625 W

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported Windows 10, Windows 7, Windows 8

Other features

Recommended system
requirements

Intel Core Duo 1.2GHz / AMD Athlon
64 x 2, 1.7GHz, 1 GB RAM
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